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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why does Software Volume Purchasing streamline software
strategy and asset management?
A. Customers can choose a license platform bundle that meets
their needs.
B. Many solutions are offered only on one platform.
C. Flexible consumption models provide less value than a la
carte.
D. Bundled solutions can be added on to new appliances.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You must configure a Cisco ASA 6500 Series as an NTP client by
using authentication. Drag and drop the configuration steps
from left into the correct order on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
1, 2, 4, 3

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
Referring to the exhibit, which statement is correct?
A. 10.20.20.1 will be the active next hop.
B. Next hops 10.20.20.1 and 10.30.30.1 will both be active.
C. Packets will be load balanced.
D. 10.30.30.1 will be the active next hop.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A storage administrator is investigating performance issues on
a server attached to an EMC Symmetrix VMAX array. The server is
running a database application with database tables located in
a file system on a 100 GB standard device. Performance Manager
shows that during peak activity times, the 100 GB device is
reaching its device write pending limit.
Which solution may help resolve this performance issue?
A. Add cache to the array to increase the system write pending
limit
B. Increase the device write pending limit for the existing
standard device
C. Migrate to 4 x 25 GB devices and configure a striped volume
using a host-based LVM
D. Migrate the database file system to a larger standard device
to increase its write pending limit
Answer: C
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